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The patent and IP protection tutorial is conducted by a professional patent attorney
from 6.30pm to 7.20pm
Thanks to this month’s Patent Attorney Warren Chandler
Baxter IP Suite 803, 488 Burke Street Melbourne VIC 3000
warren.chandler@BaxterIP.com.au—www.BaxterIP.com.au
Bring Fresh Thinking to the management of your IP.

Wed. May 6th 2015
45 Miller Cres.
Mount Waverley
Victoria

tions (and the products and businesses
that grow from them) from imitation.
We discussed the patent, design registration and trade mark registration systems
including the different rights that they
provide, the application processes and
the applicable costs. We worked through
an example of applying for patent protection starting with an initial patent application through to granted patents in
the years to come.
This session is important for all inventors
to attend each month until they understand all about the IP processes costs
and options.

Main Meeting
Warren Chandler of Baxter IP

Patent & IP Protection Tutorial

D

uring February’s Inventors’ association meeting we enjoyed a
conversation regarding the options for guarding new inven-

The meeting was chaired by our president Peter O’Shannessy.
The start of the meeting concerned
avoiding scams targeting inventors. The
first being overseas companies purporting to be the authority with whom inventors have to renew their trademarks.
Peter passed around two letters that

ATCS is a major sponsor of IAA (VIC) providing expert help and guidance to companies for government R&D rebates. “At inventors
we have shown it could be worth a minimum of $9,000 per year so get in contact with ATCS’s free service and ask their advice on
how your company can qualify. It offers cash-back of 45 cents in the dollar “.
Ph 1300 76 00 51

look very official and are presented as an invoice.
He had received two of these demand letters with slightly
different names and passed them round for members to
look at. Despite these bits of paper and their demands
looking extremely authentic they were both scams.
Quirky.com an inventor’s dream... or not?
The second organisation we discussed was quirky.com. At
first the video and website information looks like an inventor’s dream because it appears as if they pay for the development and they conduct a democratic system to vote for
the best products.
This website asks inventors to submit their product to
Quirky’s panel of judges and even quirky fans can vote on a
new device to help the judge’s make up their mind which
product or service Quirky themselves will commercialise
then market to their long established clients and pay you
the inventor, a licensing fee. Everybody’s dream come
true! Peter O’Shannessy thought it sounded a bit too good
and did some digging. Firstly once you submit your invention you no longer own it, it now belongs to Quirky. For
them to commercialise and manufacture your invention
they want $10K up front with no guarantees according to a
review. The marketing of the concept is heavily based on
emotion. One of the products Quirky boasts about is the
“ohm”, a portable speaker and wireless charging dock,
thought up by a stay-at-home mum who was inspired by
her kids. Hmm...Peter O’Shannessy still gave the impression he wasn’t 100% sure it was a scam, but for me the
whole thing doesn’t pass the pub test.
If you are interested in exploring this concept further there
is another site that does something similar – see Davison.com. At least this company has been featured in the
Wall Street Journal and Washington Post, but be sure to
read the reviews.
Peter O’Shannessy announced we have some inventors
wanting to exhibit at the gadget show (as discussed at last
month’s meeting). Many more may follow now because of
an insurance breakthrough.
IAA(Vic) public liability insurance extended to members
One problem for members exhibiting at this show and
other shows was the cost of public liability.
Exhibition organisers are demanding that all booth holders
have their own public liability insurance which is too costly
for our members to take out individually so IAA(Vic) has
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just taken out its own policy that can be extended to members under certain conditions.
We currently pay the council for this each time we hire the
monthly meeting room so that cost is a saving that will offset the cost of our policy.
Provided they book their booth in the name of IAA(Vic)
they can be covered by our policy. This has to be done by
the IAA(Vic) and we will charge the inventor a fee which
will be determined at our next committee meeting. Any
inventor who books in our name without our knowledge
and permission will not be covered.
To take advantage of this offer you must be a financial
member of IAA(Vic). If you want a stand at the gadget
show or you want public liability cover for an exhibition
contact Peter.
Latest Gadget Show News
Peter O’Shannessy has negotiated with the Gadget Show
organisers that if a member took out half a stand (1.5 sqm)
the cost would be just $1300 per inventor. We do not feel
this is low enough for inventors so we are waiting for them
to contact us again if they do not realise the exhibitor
numbers.
Additive and subtractive manufacturing
A video was played of a machine that was able to add and
subtract metal to a structure that looked like a car’s manifold. Click here to see it again. This was a metal 3D printer
and milling work centre in one machine.

Problem Corner
Jack Kerrin after an extended break was back to host problem corner.
He welcomed our two new visitors then went on to ask
inventors’ what was on their minds. A new member
wanted to know how to get some CNC router work done
for a project he was working on. No-one knew anyone who
did that but it was recommended that he Google makers of
CNC machines e.g. ANCA and ask them who they sell to
and do they do outside work.
He was also told to visit National Manufacturing Week and
make contact with sellers of equipment there.
Web link on from 26-29 May at the Melbourne Convention
and Exhibition Centre, South Wharf. There would be plenty
of sellers of CNC’s there. Peter Macdonald said that it was
much cheaper to buy your tickets online before the event
than just walking up and buy a ticket from the box office,
after the event had started.
Another member wanted someone who could do 3D drawings of their invention to show to an investor. Jack liked
this idea and he has even done it himself. It’s a whole lot
cheaper than building a prototype from scratch.
Another needed a drafter—Rob Wallace was able to help
there. Another needed someone to help them navigate the
patent process. E.g the difference between a design patent
and a regular patent. I think even I can answer that one—
Just give IP Australia a call.

From Idea to Product then Business Plan to Investor
Take your business to the next level with

BusinessPlans.com.au
Proud sponsor of the IAA Vic
Call Nigel Catt for special offers to IAA Vic members on 1300 630 330

Another wanted to know what Men’s sheds do?

four step modular system that fits under the caravan is
easy to put together and comes with a set of hand rails. At
present he is trialling the device with a boy with cerebral
palsy with great results. I can see anyone with a disability
getting benefit out of this. The NDIS (National Disability
Insurance Scheme) should know this is now available.
Made from lightweight aluminium it is portable and rustproof.
Raffle:
This month’s $5 raffle for a floor lamp was won by a visitor. Good get.
Inventor for May and badges.
We need an inventor for May. Anyone who is able to
come forward would be greatly appreciated. Anyone who
needs a member’s badge could they contact John Whitehead. He sits at the back of the meeting with his dog
“Maggie”.

IAA (Vic) in the news again!

If any Financial Member has a question to ask about
something they need help on put up your hand and the host
will ask you what it is .

Peter O’Shannessy was contacted by a journalist for inventors of a certain genre to do a write up on in the financial
section of the Sun newspaper. Committee member Dr Ian
Watkins was one of the inventors and the result was this
long article in the Herald Sun. on !st April by feature writer
Claire Heaney.

Inventor of the Month Apr 2015
Safety Step for Caravans—Len Williams

O

ur most prolific inventor and committee member Len
Williams has done it again with his new invention the

To read the full article web link.

Honey Flow Video

Len Williams Inventor of the Month April. The Safety Step.
Hand rails are easily detached for storage. All built by Len
himself—Using his own “ladder”, system.

“Safety Step”. The steps that you see currently in caravans
are too narrow and too high, making them difficult for disabled people to get in and out of a caravan. Len’s idea is a

Crowdfunding investors went nuts for this game changing
Australian invention - a beehive with a honey tap. Web Link
This method of getting honey out of a hive by simply turning a tap rather than taking the hive apart distracting/
sedating (can’t remember which) the bees with smoke ,
getting dressed up, scraping off the honey then putting
the hive back together again has become a thing of the
past if these two aussie inventors Stuart and Cedar Anderson get their way. And get their way they will .
After a decade of research and development, the Andersons launched their idea on the crowdfunding platform
Indiegogo. Within two hours, they’d sold $830,000 worth
of beehives. Their initial target was $70,000. Within three
hours they’d sold more than $1 million of products.

Old Way

One of Colin’s first inventions was the Power Board

The honey drains from the hive—New Way

Peter O’Shannessy says today they have now raised over
$7million US dollars.
NB.
That was on April 1st and their crowdfunding ended on
April 20th at $12,205,430 US dollars which is $15,683,166
Aust. Dollars.
It looks like their success was due to a lot of hard work and
plenty of time to get the message out. They had been testing the new Honey Flow hive for three years which had
generated a lot of interest from around the world before
launching their campaign.
They also started a facebook site and have continued to
keep it up to date, and they produced a very good, professional video that was long and interesting which is not normally recommended because people want the short version of everything these days.
Launched on February 22 they raised over $200,000 in less
than 30 mins. While some people were posting negative
complaints about how expensive the hives were.

Guest Speaker - Colin Mitchell
Colin is an electronics expert and writer and publisher of his
own investigations into electronics via his publication
“talking electronics”. IAA (Vic) welcomed him again as our
guest speaker
Colin told us he got started in writing about electronics by
wanting to know how a capacitor discharges (as it must) in
an oscillating circuit.
He purchased $400 worth of books (a lot of money in the

‘60s) and still could not find the answer. So, distressed he
wrote abut his own projects and offered to write for Electronics Australia’s (now Silicone Chip) magazine that was
being sold all around Australia. Unfortunately just when he
was about to go ahead Electronics Australia said that If his
articles were late he would be fined $23K. Too much risk
so he wrote and sold his own magazine called “Talking
Electronics”. His business took off. He survived unlike his
main competitor “hobby electronics”, who even though
sold for a cheaper price than talking electronics it couldn’t
survive because it relied too much on advertising revenue ,
whereas “talking electronics” survived on its sales growth.
Unfortunately this could not be done today as the internet
has killed the magazine industry. He tried duplicating his
business in the United States. A printing firm over there
promised him they would print and distribute his magazine
all through America. Colin left for America to oversee the
operation and after many thousands of his magazines had
been printed the firm he had been dealing with rang and
asked him who Colin’s distributors were?
No Newsagents in USA
Colin bitterly disappointed, had misunderstood that his US
contact would distribute to Colin’s distributors . He didn’t
as Colin thought, have distributors of his own. It proved
even hard to give his magazines away which he was then
storing at his house in the states. In the US newsagents
don’t really exist and magazines are sold via specialist
bookstores.
His tip for members.
If you are going into a new business make sure you do your
groundwork thoroughly.
Colin’s Techie Tip: Modify something built in China rather
than building something from the ground up.
We thank Colin for taking the time to address us and for
being so motivating. It would be great to have Colin back
as a regular guest speaker.

